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PART Ii.
I. Detonation Limits and Their Immediate Borderland
The study here recorded rests primarily upon an experimental
lgo0ien conoerniu S the limits of detonation in _aseous
mixtures; published in the Nernst "Festband" of the Zeitschrift
f,_r Physikalische Chemic, l 10, 637, 10_4 (Part I ef this paper).**
Since tLe problem of the limits of the possibility of in-
ducin;_ nor:._l detonation in an explosive m_x0ure_"_" of gases, by
propaf_tius _:'ithin them a characteristic explosive w_ve, had
not previously been specifically investif;ated in studies made
of the detonation process, it was decided to undertake the in-
vesti,jation here re_,orded.
Detonation processes are characterExoeriment al Da_ a.-
ized by intense compression behind the flame (hi_;h pressure) and
a hi:Th rate o£ propa_Jation (km/s). In distinction from the ther-
mal rea,_ion process (normal burning) there is in detonation the
formation of a qu,:_tsi-_
_ationary wave characteristic of detona-
*From Z_zit ....'rift fur Physikalisehe Chemic, II_, 2,27, 1925.
**For Part I, see }_.A.C.A. Technict_A i_lemorandu;:t L_o. 553.
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tion. In long tubes of not too small diameter, the detonation
wave is independent of the length of the tube, of its material
and of its diameter. Its velocity is a characteristic constant
of the sas_ous mixture.
From the precedings experimental investigation referred to,
it may be seen that by gradually diluting a detonating mixture,
the velocity of the detonating wave will _adually_ decrease until
a mixture ratio is reached below which a very rapid fall in
velocity Js observed for only slight decrease in the value of
F
The region where this sharp change takes
the mixture ratio 0--_"
place corresponds to a definite mixture ratio. For example, in
the Hm + air mixtures at initial atmospheric pressure the ratio
H_ : i9.6_o K_ has a velocity of 1620 m/s. A mix-
by volume ai----r
ture of 18.8<_ H_ by volume has a velocity of 1480 m/s. A mix-
ture containing 17.6_ H_ by volume has a velocity of i050 m/s.
Below a certain velocity of propagation, that is, below a
certain _ixture ratio value, the propagation of the explosive
wave no lonser shows the characteristic of a quasi-stationary
wave. Instead, the wave shows a steady decrease in velocity
with increase of distance traversed. At a definite mixture ratio
the fla:_<e goes out while the initial ignition wave, unaccompa-
nied _....y chemical chanse _oes on at decreasing velocity In the
_ . _ _nlx_u_es this limitin_ condition lies be-case of hydro%_en-air " • ,
tween an 18 and 19-volume per cent mixture. The corresponding
limitin_ velocity is 12S0 m/s. Above this limiting ratio and its
*A mixture is defined by its chemical composition, pressure,
and temperature.
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correspondinj velocity of propagation, the velocity curve in the
coordinate f_igure represents mixture ratios resultin C in normal
detonation.
8 In ter-r,-_tation of Results. Ao ver\- ," _
- _ l_Ibn velocity r_ vol-
ume element cont_lined within the zone of a detonation wave has
an exccedincly short period in which transformation may take
-5
place. This period ir_ at "_.ost less th<,n i0 second. Compared
with this tLe period of rejection in a process at constant pres-
sure :<nd at i<%'nition temoors, ture is drear. Cassel (Reference
17 - see also Dixon - Ref,erence 18) {Tires for this period in the
case of "" + 0_ mixtures, I0 -sn z second. For CO + 0_ ,:_ix-
tures the ]_eriod may be much lon_er. Tra_nsform<_tion within the
explosive w_ve must take place at temperatures s,nd 9ressures
that decre_,_e with {sreater and jreater dilution of the active
components, till finally t?e period required for tkeir transfor-
mation becomes so <_reat that their transformation within the
wave is not comoleted and the flame goes out.
From this viewpoint it could well follow that the rate of
propa_<ation of the detonation wave should be constant for each
detonating mixture; the reaction period for every such mixture
in a quasi-stationary vmvc is definite, <)n<twould be expected
to f<N.l o£i' rapidly wren by progressive dilution the detonation
limit is aKproached; that is, when the re_etion period of the
mixture ratios become larse.
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In passing from a 19_ to an 18_ohydrogen-air mixture, the
temperature attained within the wave would, according to calcu-
lations to follow, sink by about SO degrees. If we assume that
in both these cases the reaction period is small, the transfor-
mation in the wave will be complete• Lut suppose that already
in _ 19_ mixture the reaction is only 4/5 what it should be
for completion, then for the 18_ mixture it must be still slower
_md lesm_ complete because the temperature for _ mixture lies
lower. At still lower temperatures the reaction period would be
still greater• With decreasing mixture ratios, decreasing
smounts are transformed and decreasing temperatures and lon_cr
reaction periods result, until a quasi-stationary wave can no
longer be supported.
Obviously the rate of increase in the velocity of the deto-
nation wave, above this limit, with increase of the fuel will be
the sreater the more rapidly the reaction period decreases with
rise of temperature. This agrees with experiments_l results.
In the carbon-monoxide-oxygen mixtures this increase is steeper
than in the hydrogen-air mixtures• Likewise it may be seen why
the limit of a normal detonation wave does not lie exactly at
the end of this short range of mixture ratios but lies rather
in the course of this steep change in the velocity of the im-
pact wave.
3. Theoreticsul Analysis.- The viewpoint that has just been
sketched is quite different from that usually met with in the
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literature i_earinj on the subject of detonation. In the course
of this discussion it will be shown that the concepts in the
earlier explanations offered of the detonation wave to explain
experimental results contain the elements of fund_sental princi-
ples capable of leadiug to exact knowledge of conditions deter-
mining detonation limits. That will be possible from the ex-
perimental data in hand. For that rei_ion in_m_ediately above the
lower limit of normal detonation, it is assumed that a stable
detonation wave may exist in which the transformation is incom-
plete. The conditions determining detonation limits agree favor-
ably with computed res_Its. Their consideration, however, re-
quires the assistance of thermodynamics in the analysis of the
transformation process. This second section of the study con-
fines itself to the theory of detonation limits. The third sec-
_h_ory to cxperimcntaltion will refer to the anplication of the
results.
Ii. Thermodynamic Theory of Detonation Limits
Both _table and instable impact ard detonation waves may
result from explosive caseous mixtures. The investigator must
assign tkese to separate well-defined classes since to these
waves quite different phenomena attach. This second division
of the paper t_ives an estimate of the _ e_ p_imental data only
so far as the different processes happen to fall under the con-
ditions involved in the general equations _iven. We shall ob-
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rain _irst of all a satisfactory view in general of the condi-
tions developed and then later apply these principles to solu-
blons o: pa_ticular cases.
I. A Statement of the General Equations.- In writing the
underlyin_ fundamental equations, consideration of the experi-
mental conditions to which they shall be aoplied are held in
mind. In view of numerous derivations that have already been
carried out, these equations may at once be written down for
the theory of impact and detonation waves(References 19 and 80).
It would be unnecessary to carry out here their complete deriva-
tion. Later on their particular application will be considered.
In their most generalized form these _quaoIons will be
written for undimensional propagation at constant speed of a
wave in a gaseous or fluid medium without reference to friction
or heat conductivity. Such equations referring to undimensional
propasation may be expressed by a coordinate system
II I
<- ........ <- .......
lie _& l
Fi S . 1
c_..a_._-=_u_{o,_lot E_huatlons.- Throusk two cross sections,
I and Ii of the tube, the zone Z of transformation moves for-
ward in the fluid medimn I with constant s_eed as a quasi-sta-
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tionary wave° Behind this reaction zone there is left the trans-
formed medium I T. Tloo state, p_ v_ of medium I is asstuued
to be known. A coordinate system is made use of (Fig. 1)7 in
which the reaction zone Z is conceived as stationary while the
media o_e in motion; u, represents velocity, v specific vol-
ume, p pressure, T absolute temperature, and E specific
energy. The same quantities of mass, momentum, and energy per
cubic centimeter pass each cross section of the tube in unit time:
u I _ u_ (la)
V I V s
UI2 U2 2
+ p_ : % + • (2_)
V 1 _ V 2
II_ 2
2 v_
(3a)
These eqrations may take the followin[[ forms:
ul 2 : vl 2 [P_%_--_._P__ ( lb )
V I -- V2
V I - V s
1 (m + m ) (v_ - _ ) (s'o)E 2 - E I : _ ._
If one srom of medium I pass the stationary reaction zone Z
the _n_at of reaction liberated is represented by Q. This mas-
nitude i_ assumed known. The difference in energy may then be
written
:: .2 -- T I /
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medium I at rest;
hind _,i_C zone Z.
II kncvrn
-- signifies the mean specific heat of medi_r_ !I between the
C V_
temperatures and T_. Its value is a function of temp_rat_i re.
Let D des" " _ -z_na_e the velocity of propagation _f the ,,one Z in
W, the flow velocity of the medium II be-
Then, assuming the equation of state of medi_u:_
D = Ii I
"_[ = U 1 -- 112
/
: (v_ - v_)j v_ - v_ J
: _ + _ (p_ + p_ ) (v_ - v_) (s_)
Riemaun deduced equations (Ib) and (£b) in 1860 and instead
of writing the energy equation (Zb), wrote the equation for
Poisson's law. The energy law con{ained in (5b) leads to a dif-
ferent result than does the law for (static) adiabatics. The
equation (5b) was deduced by Hugoniot (Reference £i) in 1887.
Jouguet (Reference 19) gives a generalized form of Hugoniotls
law in his analysis of the explosive wave.
bj___Jou_uet E_kuatien.- In the relationships (i) to (4), all
of the unknown macnitudes D, W, P2, v2 , T2 should be related
to an independent variable D or T_. Yet no real system of eval-
nation for D, W, p_, v2, T_ satisfies the above equations for
a quasi-stationary v_avc actually occurrin{_ in nature.
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We shall confine ourselves from now on to nat_s.ral pro_,esses
accompanied by rompr_ssion. In medium ii, by the passage of the
reaction zone, a rarefaction wave results. This wave cannot
avertake the reaction zone if the process is s, quasi-stationary
one. Its velocity is an additive magnitude made up of the flow
W and the velocity of sound in medium II. Hence wevelocity
as surfie
D _-._g + v= - • ',
/C_ S= 0
and from (ic) and (2_,)
P_a__-___P_-u > ("dpa h
vI - _% = - \d-V_ 4ls= _
. _- _. i,_,qu_tzons areProceoses corresponding to the sign < in the .... '
mechanicelly instable.
These purely mechanical relations must conform to thermody-
namic laws (Reference SO, 351 ff) which, for the eases under con-
sideration may _ _, o< stated in the fo]Iowin_ two expressmons:
I) "Processes involving the sy.g:bol in the inequations
written abov!£Lar_9__t_hqrmc_d_namifca_li__, im_pr _ _'' " There remains
then the relation expressed in equation (5) below, describing
c _ oi _t _ionary process and _,ivin S definite valuesew;ry stakle -lua -o a "
to the five equations written above
v_ - v 2 \dv=/ds=o
The ,_efl_oe relation expressed_in equation t5) ,,,,red ,,_s ..... as
m • .. •
the normal process. It may be stated %s _ollo_s.
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gaseous mixtures. Lb.il%rd e,nd Le Chatelier e;q_res._ed the opin-
ion that i&mition w_,_,,obrouE<ht abc.ut in the _oT_onation V_ave by
the high temper_t,ture resulting from intense _dia%ati_ compress-
ion, and t_.... the exces_;ive velocity of propasation observed
for the wave _v_s due to the propagation of the intense impant
wave in tke yaseous mixture. The much s!ov_'er re,to of propaga-
tion of the reaction zone observed in norm_£ burning, they ex-
plained on the gro_mnd of thermal conduetivit_T.
Up to the present time, however, difficulties have been met
with in attempts to harmonize completely these viev_s of Le Chat-
elier with the consequences involved in tk_ equations jiven
above that have b@en found to agree so satisf_mtorily _'_ith ex-
perience, o_.Jl success h_s followed the attempt to develop
a simple exiTianation of Cetonation processes from this direction.
The present study c _,_--_ " .•on _ ,_ itself solely w_th detonation limits
The solution of the <_auses of the dis<_r_p_ ......l_o mentioned -
evidently the import;_nt problem now Open in the theory of the
detonation v_%ye - will be considered in a later contribution;
but it may here be remsA'ked that the question ef friction e_nd
of heat conduction that was ignored in the derivation of the
above written equations is not apt to _olay _,n i_moo_t_,_,_ role !n
constructin< a simple explanation from the equations in calcu-
l%ting from _-_ -
_e_ temper_ture, pressure, and velocity. The indi-
cation is at._,_r thr_t the solution -'" _r - -- , _,ll not ,i_rt f_r from the
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2] "The normal nlocess corresponds to the minimum of all
the equations []=] t_p__4[_]__involved ia the ex]_resnion for the
• ' " C' r ,rfi ._velooity___D " Prooeoses occurring above no ....I velocity are
mechanically instable or thermodyns_'nicsAly improbable.
The content of the five equations in reference to their
Q
a!jpli_Jation to a large number of different yet closely related
phenomena will be met with in their application to soecifin
oases. Jouguet was the first to make use of them all in the
second part of his notable work on the theoreticr_! analysis of
the explosive wave. At first he considered equation (S) free
from exception.*
9] A Simol_e_Int_9_rpretation.- The analytima! investi:;_ation
of Riemann and Hu_oniot form the basis c_nd point of departure
for all analyses of the detonation wave. Unfortunately their
results remained for a Ion{ time unnoticed. In the meantime a
simple exolanation of the detonation process and the somewD_mt
similar one of normal burning Was brouoht forward by ],[allar£
and Le Chatelier (Reference i), Berthelot and Vi_ille (Reference
4) and Dixon (Reference 8) introduced into the explanation un-
necessary molecular-theoretical considerations.** It was tLis
viewpoint that provided the incentive that led Jouguet to under-
take his t]eoretical analyr_is of the 7_rocess of detonation in
_ <._nr.an (+Reference _). A*The equation w_s made use of by _ . , o
ri<_id derivation of the equation was first ,!jiven by R. Beoker
(Reference _3), ]<ut it should be noted that the equation neither
__ l_0o)presllpposes nor excludes insta_41it!_._l"2__ 75 ( '_ _ ,
**See Jou=uet (Reference 19/ also l_ernst (Reference 24, and
Reference 5, 0.7S8).
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views set forth by Le Chatelier.*
2. Stable Waves in the Re_ion of Detonation Limits - (Deto-
nation and Sound)_.- in the literature it is often found that
detonation waves are compared with sou_d waves of very high ve-
_ity - those first noted by Mach This relationship calls
for further explanation: It will be shown that a normal detona-
tion vlave is closely allied to a sound _vave, while impact waves
are tc he considered as special cases of instable detonation
waves of over-normal velocity. By applying equati_n_ (I) to (5)
to dilute mixtures, it will further Le shown that waves in the
region Of detonation limits must be considered as vJaves in _hich
incomplete chemical tr-_nsformation occurs.
Equations (I) to (5) cover every case of stable quasi-
stationa;ry processes. For a given initial condition they de-
termine this unequivocally. All necessary data are _iven by the
stoichiometric equation for the reaction together with the corre-
sponding heat of reaction. As long as the problem is one of
normal detonatirn only and that fa_ enough remove_l from the re-
gion of limits, equations (I) to (5) give one and only one value
for _ , i_ , v2 , D and W. Jou_uet Calculated in this way twenty
different detonating mixtures and found his calculated results
to a Tree ex_ellently with those observed for the same mixtures
(Reference I_).
*See l_ernst (Reference 5, p.788). Deductions from Le Chatelier's
conclusions must, however, be made with some caution for it is
evident that in certain details they must be modified. For in_
stance, Poisson's adiabatic law will not apply.
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IVe shall no_,vapply the above formulas - (I) to (5) - for
normal detonation, to explosive gaseous mixtures more u_.d more
diluted by inert !_as, till we have overreached the limit of
normal detonation. ,_'e seek to determine by this l)rocedure what
furtker interpretation be _iven to the equations when the limit
of detonation is reached.
a_]____T_i!__.C2%_9_La_l_-a,tig=n qf__St able W_L!:ve>}.- By int ro due ing the
equation of state for ideal gases, equations (I) to (S) may be
expresseu in modificd form.*
w - P2 T_ v_
p_ T v
CV 2
_id i;_ a fuactio:_ of these temperatures, 7_ is the ratio
of the true (]l:>eoific he:Lts of medium ii ;Lt temDe, rature
OV
and is _ function of this tem]_)erature, mqu,:_,ions (1) to (5)
o_-._'fie heat of med.iu;o: <i '_etv!,:_en and %i<', the mean ,u,,e_z . " T_
T_
will then t_d::,,_ t?_c f,ollov._in;7 forms:.,
w - _- i D (7)
7v (To - r= ) = Q + ½ (_ - l) Kro % + -%-_-Lh (8)
= r_ T____ (0_
rl TL l
% u_ - u (% + I)
*For ides]. _._,,oessinoe
= _ r_ T_ (lO)
r2 %
_c,_-_io_ (5) beoo_esp_ v_ = r_ %, . ,......
v_ -v_
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EquatioT.(lO) ma!f be written
2 r m
by which %n approximate value for _ may be fo_s.nd hy intr. )d<_ing
a value found for To Equation (8) tken _ivcs _ closer v:_lue
. " <9
for T_. This calculation between (I0) and (g) is reoeated un-
t il _ _j._d Ta :_re determined with :.._.naccuracy dcsirocL. ,,_icn
this is attained t?Le re_uaining equations give all the other
magnitudes desired.
d rFo_' the cas: of diluted hydrojen-air mixtures the etona-
tion velocity may be c<l " "*cula,_ed from the tt<eory on the ass_cunp-
tion of comolete transformation.
lowing data be eLy(m: P_
v_ : 22412_ x _--R_Jlcorn
&
For crlculazion, let the :for
= 1,013,500 d_,n/ec, _ : 20! ° abs.,
(L[_ :: mean molecular wcl_n,_ of the mix-
ture); R 1.087 cal; :!:olcculai" ve '--'_= l,:_._tof air _8.98, of
hydro<_cn, 2.018, etc., one mean molecular wci6ht bet ....en O°_ _ . .i:.iiCL
t°C,
_I_ 2 _;_ --
Cv = Cv - 4.90 + 4.5 × i0 t cul/:mol (R:fe ences 25 t,nd 26)
--- Yi _ j
C_}_ : 4.70 + 4.5 X 10 _t ca!/moi
-6H_-0,_v== _.065 + 5 X lO-_t + _< x I0 ts eel/reel
The he%t of _ ..... _.n u volmne
_o, matlon of one r.ol w._ter vapor at const _ _
at _cJl° abs. will be according to Ne-_nst, 57890 cal.
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TABLE i.
Detonation in hydrogTen-aJ_r mixtures. Complete tr_u_sformc_,tion _
,;'_ H2 D m/ s
20 1755
15
0
1550
34C. 2,
17
13.84
11.37
1.00
rm
_ ___C' o
2069
291
_e
assumptiorz the equations <<ire the fo]lot','in[; values:
_-2 :-: -1, 7 T_,, _ = I,
1.78
1.72
I. O O
iei__D_gtpn}_t<i:qn ;\z_d _Sgun_d. At infinite, ct lu_ion, Q would
, 4- bi%loO, r_ : rs, and it may be seen <,,oonce th_:t under _ '_
i_ : O.
:n.sc v;kluos ..i.J-}n_,,th:it we have o_:]y _. :;oun_L wave in medium
I. V,rctbv,<',f z,.G uz.,_<,oy progressive (izlu_,ion of the m:u.seous
mixtures, the velocity cf the detonation wave approaches the
velocity c:_ sound if the reaction in t_ c_]u_.eu mixtures is
_z result is independ-o,omo!ete. It may further be seen that t'-'r:
ent of the particular form of the equ<ttion of ,_tt:,te(see (Ic)
,'.md (5) ) _._nd holds ,.,.lso fez' equations (1) end (5). The sound
wave thus :);_-)ear- "._sonly ;:_special c .....of normal deton:_tion;
or, conversely, in normal detonation we have the co_r_ of a cen-
eralized _<ound prop,o_iTaticn theory if we _,re to follow the tense-
*If the snecific ne'_,t of ueditm_ !I i:: expr__,n_,eu by a ].ine_:_" tem-
perature f_:qction, tLen it would only be nccess_ry tc solve
quadratic _<_"_,.,_o_ioncin ordcr to deter::;ir,e _ ,---.._0__,. Unfortu-
nately, t[-i:: is not in 7cn,,;ral the ca:_e, u.r_dthu tedious c'.Icui<-
tion <,ay p:i:'aetiealllr be m,-,<i'eonly by repeated e:_timate. The ceA--
culated vrd.ues <re e<_,siest checked by ,,_ubstitution in the equa-
tions. I_ tLe <:a<,:eof dilute mixtures, equr, tions ((_) to (IO)
can i[;ive ouly maximum vclues for detor_ation velocity if complete
transfor:,ation is assu,med.
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quencos of thermodynttmic lows.
Stable Incomplete Detonation.- An attempt will be made
to follow equations (I) to (5) beyond theiz assumed limits.
The derivation of these equations assumes their applicability to
every stable quasi-stationary process. They must hold up to
the limits of possibility of supporting a detonation wave in an
explosive mixture or their utility becomes questionable. But
it is possible to compare the curve of observed detonation ve-
locities (Fig. 8) with the curve dravm from Table I, Nivin6
calculated values of detonation velocities on the assumption of
ocmolote tr;znsformation. This simple investigation of the deto-
nation equations in the reTion of limits has been neglected or
overlooked; very little experimental data exists for this re-
r,..,OS_, inve ,._t " "'" _-gion. _"_ '- _- _a_crs nave ass'_@ed comolete transformation
(equilibrium) in the detonation wave even for limiting values
of the _aseous mixtures (Reference 19, p. 7_). Under this as-
sumption no steep fall in velocity in the region of limits is
indicated b_ computed values. The equation_ in this region
must conform to czperimenta! results. This would require thb_t
the behavior of the reaction process in the region of limits
receive demonstrable explanatio_ by which the equations could
be made applicable to the experimental curve in this region.
An explanation of the sharp fall in velocity of the deto-
nation wave in the re_ion of limits may be offered on the as-
sumption that in this region complete transformation within the
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wave does not toke _lace. i_{ore accur:_tel¥ expre,J_,_ed, the heat
of reaction Q required for the propasation of the _:ave does
not hove the value attributed to the complete combustion_ of the
fuel in the mixture. During the time allotted for complete re-
action by the pasturage of tile wave, not all of the active gases
are transformed, indeed, the amou_nt transformed in this period
else less the lower the temperature is during transformation,
i.e., the nearer the mixtures approach the limit. On this as-
sumption, equ_tJ.ons (I) to (5) will show a st_ep fall in veloc-
ity in this rc_iion _nd will be applicable so lens as the wave
remains stable _nd quasi-stationary.
At the same time it is to be observed that the assumption
of a normel wave and incomplete combustion while it does away
_ith theories of resistem.ce to the _eaction, introduces an in-
terestin S £eature into detonation theory since it su,ssests a
way by which detonation measurements may be employed to investi-
gate the rel_tion between reaction velocity &u_dtemperature in
these reactmons characterized by unusu_lly h1_n temperatures
and velocities.
The utility of equations (I) to (5) over the range of nor-
mal detonation is well established. If a process somewhat resem-
bling detonation occurs below detonation limits, as may be in-
duced in the mixture by the intense i:i_nition wave, it is evi-
dent there will be a tendency to fall off from the conditions
that fRlfill (I) " 'ant (4) and p_%rticu.larl_y (5) This finds its
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explanation on the basis of the length of the reaction period,
where the velocities may _Tradually decrease till only the veloc-
ity of sound is reached. If it were possible at any instant to
know all of the factors of condition that together would be re-
quired to evaluate the equations, the required Q for the com-
plete combustion of the mixture could not be attained during
the period allotted to the passage of the wave. The wave races
ahead before the full value of Q is reached. Ultimately the
reaction ceases and the sound wa{}e marks the lower limit of the
decreasing velocity in the gases. This sound wave, however,
possesses the characteristics of a stable quasi-stationary wave
and satisfies the five equations.
d) The Detonation Curve.- The sound wave is, in fact, to
be considered as a special (limiting) case of a normal detona-
tion wave. If t:c reaction velocity along with the temperature
and pressure _<_erehigh, the curve for detonation velocity over
the region of progressive dilution referred to would continue
to show a constant rate of propagation for each mixture and for
infinite dilution this rate would be the rate of sound propaga-
tion. In reality, however, the detonation curve passes at a
bound from its limiting value to that of sound. Above this lim-
iting value the figure may show two curves of normal detonation
since the sound wave curve may extend beyond that given by the
limiting mixture. The lower curve indicates metastable waves
that are only possible when the reaction velocity at sound wave
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temperature is negli2_ibly small. There are highly sensitive
substances in which scarcely the small enercy in a so,and wave
suffices to bring them at a bound to normal detonation. Instable
waves lying below normal detonation as well as instable waves
lyin8 above it are considered in the followin S section.
3. Instable Waves near Detonation Limits.- Those impact
waves of hich velocity first observed and described by Mach, arc
considered, as will be later shown, as special cases of instable
detonation vraves. An analysis of these waves in the region of
de$onat _•o._ limits will be undertaken by quantitative coJkculatio<
of tkeir velocities in the fluid from its condition factors. A
comparison of these values with those experimentally obtained
from lo_-er values of the detonation wave will be made and dis-
cussed i_ Section ili of this paper.
i__iA_Lect Waves and Instable Detonation.- It has already
been sho_ that stable detonation waves a_e completely described
and determined by equations (i) to (5) for any specified mix-
• C _c-ture _ rithin th_s se_ue mixture any number _ othor instable
waves arc possible° Any of these pos_ible instable waves corre-
spond to equations (I) to (4). As already pointed out, the five
unknowns D, Wt p_ , v_, T_ are related to an independent varia-
ble° Let this/ T_ for example, then a definite instable deto-
nation process is determined, and all other data- the velocity,
for instance - may be calculated from equations (I) to (4).
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Equations (l) to (%) determine in _-_-,'_u _m_ _'a:f _n impact wave
or an instable, too ropid detonation according as Q vanishes
or has e finite positive value. An impact wave may be consid-
ered then as a special case of instable detonation. An instable
detonation wsve r,_v,._ be induced, for example, by a too intense
ignition i,;_.ps_r,t_wave. This case has been observed b_ Kast in
solid explosives. The initial ignition imp_ct vrave develops at
firBt in the Taseous mixture a wave velocity above normal.
This over normal velocity quickly falls to normal detonation
velocity of the mixture. A{_ intense i[nition iml;_act wave im-
parted to a gaseous mixture (air) in which no reaction takes
place and in which no energy is liberated, represents a special
form of instable detonation, a compressional wave whose velocity
ultimately sinks to the velocity of sound in the gaseous mix-
ture. Instable detonation in the sense of the theory may occur
also in gaseous mixtures below the limit of supporting a normal
detonation v,ave. The observed fall in velocity in these cases
leads also to the velocity of sound in the gases.
b_]_ J__o_u__u_etEquation.- From all of the possible processes
represented by equations (i) to (4), Jou_,uet's Equation (5) de-
l__4-termines t_;_ for a stable, quasi-stationary process that de-
scribes normal detonation cr normal sound propagation. The
sound wave is the only stable compressional V;ave. Every insta-
ble detonation possibility in a mixture can only attain to a
stable quasi-stationo_ry process in a sound wave. This is exact-
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ly what the writer has observed in the course of the present _n-
vestigation. Normal detonation is the only stable detonation
wave and at the same time the slowest possible from the (I) to
(4) relations, in the s_,me sense the sound wave is the only
stable compressional WaVe and at the same time the slowest.
c) i_nition Impact Waves.- In the analysis of sound waves
the problems are considered from the standpoint of purely hydro-
dyn_'nic principles. For the same reason the analysis of the
detonation wsove should rest on the same principles so far as
such analysis has to do with the pressure, temperature and rate
of propagation of the wave. The detonation velocity is ex-
i
pressed by thermodynamic factors as is the velocity of sound.
Its experimental explanation does not in general accommodate
itself to molecular theoretical considerations (Reference 5,
The fact that in rosiny cases the pressure and temperature
may be calculated from the observed velocity, has not often been
put to practical use. Evidently this possibility would be of
unusual value. It could be determined, for example, whether or
not the temperature in the ignition impact wave corresponding to
its velocity was sufficient to heat the explosive mixture to
its i_nition point. Use will be made of this possibility in
the last (III)section of this paper and some numerical data
obtained will be given.
From the above consideration an impact wave will assume in
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the mixture a characteristi_ detonation process if the tempera-
ture and oressure of the impact wave are sufficient to cause a
short reaction oeriod of the mixture in the wave. In this re-
spect the ignition impact wave becomes of unusual interest.
If we know at what temperature the reaction becomes 6rear, we
are able to determine from equations (I) to (4) the correspond-
ing impact velocity. From this velocity on, the i_nition im-
pact wave will develop either into a stable detonation wave or
an instaLle one according as the gaseous mixture lies above or
below the limitino_ voAue for detonation.
d) Ignition Temperature.- We shall confine the calcula-
tion of temperature within impact waves to the region of the
einflm_mation points of the 5as ous mixtures; and before carrying
out the computations _ive some experimental data available on
the subject. The following table is drawn from data given by
Falk (Reference 27), Dixon (Reference 18), Cassel (Reference
17), also Nernst (Reference 5, p.767).
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Iguition Temperature (Absolute)*
IAoL_ !I Hydrogen-Air L:ixtures
/_ H_ 30nl i_'nit ion Temperature
in air Falk Falk Dixon
15 135 920 940
20 114 900 920
Casse!
820
820
TABLE III.
CO
in air
2O
28.7
4O
50
(6o
C arb on-!_ionoxide -Air
1
80n_
254
133
95
63
42
Falk
1140
I010
980
1030
1090) extrapolated
The values given by Cassel should correspond to the defini-
tion of ignition point given by Nernst for a longer (0.01 second)
reaction period. On the other hand, the values given by Falk
corresnond to so violent reactions that the fall of the weight
and piston Was checked :_nd thrown back by the explosive reac-
tion. Exactly for this reason his values are of particular in-
terest in the present study.
*The first columns of Tables II and I!I give the influence of
the diluting _];as N estimated by Falk's formula. Table I! shows
values of other observers when modified by application of the
s_mme formula - a proceeding hardly allowable if more than a
rough estimate is desired. However, it is only a matter of rel-
ative differences. For a resume of the earlier literature, see
Dommer (Reference 28). Dixon and Coward (Reference 29) used
other methods. There are given below, in Table IVa their results,
together with those of Mallard and Le Chatelier.
TABLE iVa. Ignition Point at Atmospheric Pressure
_yar o_un-
mixt ur es
C0-mixtures
:iallard and Le Chatelier
Dixon and Cows_rd
830 930
860 920
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CoAculation of the Impact Wave.- In carrying out the
cal(_ulation, _......_-s made of the relationships in_rceuce_ in the
previous s,ection. Besides those there civen, we add the follow-
ing:
2 CvI
r 1
(Cvl = mean specific heat between T_ and T_; rI = g___s constant),
and proceed to the colculation of the impact v.,ave through appli--
cation of equstions (I) to (4), eliminating the _mknown v_ by
equation (4); medium II is _aseous:
r2 T_
P_
Assuming Q : O; Pl vl = rI Tl; rf : r2
we hav_
If initial and end tem_erature T_ and T_ are i{novm, then
T2
- T_ s:-_dfor any value of _i we obtain from (1Z) the corre-
sponding impact pressure and may calculate from (II) its veloc-
ity. The v_lues civen in the followin _.___ob'e_ ,:.o (V to IX) are
_esul%;s {:alcula_e<:_ _ in this way. Their interpret_ition will be
_iven in Se o_"..o_on Iii.
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TABLE IV. Carbon Monoxide-0xygen Mixtures
-Ip CO in 0_ Falk Dixon
33.34O
5O
66.7
8O
990/*950 *
90O
$70
900
M
760
TABLE V.
Imp __auo Waves in _-Air blixtures
Relstive Pressure Increase _, (= P2 in atmospheres)
H_
0
5
10
15
2O
25
_2 : 700°
8.85
8.83
828 °
11.67
li. G5
11.64
11.62
11.60
11.58
900 ° j i000 ° abs.
- T 15.49
13.23 | 15.47
13.21 j 15.45
13.1o !
I
I
i
TABLE VI. Rate of Propagation D in Peters per second
H_
O
5
10
15
20
25
T_ = 700 °
].023
1051
828 °
1086
1111
1139
1169
1201
1235
900 o
1183
1212
1243
i000 o _
1277
1308
Impact Waves in C0-Air L{ixtures
( .02fo H_0 at 291 o )
TABLE VII. Relative Pressure Increase
(it:dependent of composition)
,_ = 800 ° [ 8° [I 92 1000 ° abs.
Ii
11.09 13.93 l 15.54
*Extrapolated.
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TABLE '_I:i
4
;,_CO
0
10
25
50
98
Rote cf Propagation D in _neters per zccond
m : 800 °
I06%
1067
IO72
-r
92,8 J' abs.
1188
Ii00
ii05
1108
1208
INps,ci: vJaves in C0-02 mixtures (2.02 i H_0)
in arm. is ?iven in Table VII.
The pressure
"" _.n meters per secondTALLE !_,. Rate of Propagation D _
, ._.. ! T_,_ : 800 °
I0 i 1018
25 j 1_0_8
50 I 1045
98 ] 1081
gS8 o 1000 ° ,%bs.j "
l_JOli138 '_
1].50 1213
lzo9 1_oo
1208 1_75
III. Detonation Limits of G_,<,eous Kixtures
For the gaseous combinations, hydrogen-,%ir, carbon-monoxide-
air and carbon-monoxide-oxygen, we have at k_md umplc experimen-
tal dr_to, concerning their detonation limits. In what follows
we shall ,_;how that in the case of these mixtures the observed
detonation velocity in the limiting mixtures has about the same
value as the velocity of an impact wave cslculated for a like
mixture from its temperature and from the pressure resulting
from a quick chemicsl transformation of the [;ases.
The _enera! course t_,ken by the detonation curve in the re-
,:ion of its limit " _ _ '• na,:_ alzea, cLy been referred to in previous par-
&graphs. Wc shall now undertake its consideration from a quanti-
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tative standpoint. From relationships obtained from thoroughly
investigated gaseous mixtures it will be possible to oroceed to
those less definitely known and establish fundr_mentel theoretical
princi_les_ for explosive o_°_o-owhose ability to support a deto-
n_ztion wa_e has not been so thoroughly tested experimentally.
A valuable practical relationship between i_nition point and
range of detonation pos_ibility for a large number of import_mnt
gaseous mixtures will be shown to exist.
i. Hxl_r_en-Air Xixtures. a) Data Near the Re_ion of Lim-
its.- We shall consider separately the mixtures that have been
experimentally studied and take up first those of hydrogen-air.
The course of the detonation curve in the region of its limit_
is shown in Figure 2. The detonation limit lies between 15 and
20 per cent hydroo_en in the mixture. The velocity of the wave
was measured at a less and at a greater distance from the aper-
ture of the ignition tube. The value of the velocity as obtained
over each of these measuring distances must agree if the wave
is a normal detonation wave and hence lying above the detonation
limit. The velocity curve in the neighborhood of the limit
branches into two curves, one _bove the other, because the wave
velocity of mixtures below the limit, decreases with increasing
distance.. If the hydrojen per cent in the mixture sinks below
10_o the flame goes out a short distance from the ignition tube.
Weak wsves lyin_ below detonation limit are described by equa-
tions (!) to (4); but equation (5) does not apply to them since
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they rare in_toble. The heo.t of reaction q cf these waves de-
creases as does their velocity o_nd is much lower in value than
that for a detonating mixture just above the limit•
b) Impact Waves.- _'e shall conslder _l_,_,, the velocity re-
lations pertainin_ to those impact waves whose temperature and
pressure corresponding to their hydrogen-air composition is pro-
du_ed by very rapid chemical transformation.
For 15_3 to 20/_ hydrosen-air mixtures, a_cording to Nernst,
their ignition point is about 800°abs. At this temperature,
l_OWever, the duration of the reaction would be unusually slow..
Falk ,__ive_ _,e ignition tempc, r,_otuie of this mixture about 900 °
abs_, and his values correspond to a very rapid transformation.
These vslues cot _ end to an ignition pressure of 50 atmosoheres;
but the influence of t_.is is not very sreat, the values given in
Table V would be L=cr,a.,ed by about 50 ° Accordincly , the im-
pact wave heats the mixture to a final t<,mperatur_ of 850 ° -
exactly the same as required by Nernst's definition for a reac-
tion period of I0 -2 second. Such a mixture at 950 ° would be
transformed quicker. Velocities corresponding to these tem oer-
atures are indicated in Tsble Vi. In Fic_ure _, points represent-
ing velocities for corresponding impact wave temperatures are
$,
nOn,n,
It may be observed at once that all impact isotherms in the
_i of the i_nition points of the mixtures corresponding tore o -on
the steep portion of the vel_city curve, tally with _bserved
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velocities. _' "=i_Is fact supports unusu_lly well the viewpoint de-
veloped in the precedings7 peges.
c_j The L imi_t "_i"_i. .................... _!xture Ratio.- The velocity of the limiting
mixture ratio may be taken as 1250 meters per second. An inspec-
tion of Figure 8 will show that this velocity corresponds closely
to that mixture in _'nlcn unusually rapid transformation beduins
to occur. It will be shown further on that this relationship is
not accidental. As an illustration, one :_'_ __.1oho picture how a lim-
iting mixture in which normal detonation is oossible would react
to impact _ _av_o of different velocities, i.e., different pressure
intensz _ies.
Impact waves slower than the limitin[_ one stated and which
would not be capable of inducing in the mixture rapid enough
transformation, would not bring about normal detonation in the
mixture. It would produce a wave of decre _'_ao_.£, velocity finally
ending in the velocity of sound. In brisant mixtures, on the
other hand, those lyin_ well above the limiting mixture, it would
induce a re_c_1on that automatically would end in +_'e stable
quasi-stationary detonation wave characteristic of that mixture.
Dixon observed in a Knallgas mixture fired at the end of a tube
by a spark that normal detonation developed after the reaction
zone had traversed only four feet of the tubs. Such an automatic
inorea .... "_
_e in velocmoy would not be possible in a limiting mixture
And in a mixture still weaker than the limiting one, detonation
is impossible by any i_nition mode. in any case the impact wave
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to produce normal detonation in the limiting mixture must be in-
tense enous_h to induce a reaction period in the mixture equal to
or less than the reaction period of its characteristic normsS.
detonating wave.
_d) The Cr_!culation of Detonation.- We shall have occasion
in the followin_ pages to refer often to the theoretical equa-
tions alre_Jdy _iven describing the process of normal detonation
and to show that an applioatien of these is supported by the ex-
perimental data in hand. For the present, let us refer a_ain
to such calculations already made. Table i gives calculated
detonation values in dilute hydrogen mixtures as derived from
equations (I) to (5) and under the assumption of complete trains-
formation within the v;ave. It is further .z,_smmed that in these
cases, dis_ociation is negligible_ (Reference 5, p.783) but ac-
cording to my opinion, complete reaction in those mixtures lying
near the limit of possible detonation does not take place within
the period< allotted by the passage cf the wave. This conception
would require tkat the velocity curve in this region should fall
below the theoretical curve for complete transformation _d neg-
ligible dissociation, but unite with it for the higher mixture
ratios. This corresponds vith the relations shown in Fi@ure 8.
The measurements of Dixon correspond very well with this figure
for the higher hydrogen mixtures. These facts are offered in
support of deductions already made.
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2. Carbon-Xonoxide-Air Mixtures.- Carbon-monoxide-air mix-
tur_prcsent a case in which normal detonation does not occur;
and yet the relationships expressed for mixtures of hydrogen and
air are significant also for the case of these nondetonatin@
mixtures.
a) Data nes2 the Region of L_its.- A< ordinary initial
oressure a normal detonation wave cannot be induced in carbon-
monoxide-air mixtures. * In every case the velocity of the im-
pact wave as measured over the first measuring distance of the
tube, was greater than that measured over the second. The val-
ues obtained from the first measuring length are plotted in Fig-
ure S. The £restest velocity here observed was i030 meters per
second, a_d corresponded to the 40_ mixture. In like manner
the values obtained from the second, more remote, measuring dis-
tmnee of the tube is _)iso plotted in Figure 3. In all cases
these values lie below the values for the same mixture obtained
in the first measuring distance.
b) Initial Ignition.- Besides these observations the ques-
tion could arise if a more intense ignition wave might not pro-
duce normal detonation waves in these mixtures. The most in-
tense detonation wave conceivable that could be produced in that
mixture corresponds to equivalent proportions as given by its
stoichiometric equation for complete combustion. When this wave
is considered in every respect relative to its temperature pres-
•The mixtures of these gases investigated all contained 2_water
vapor. Investigations of these gases at initial pressures above
i atmosphere were not carried out.
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sure and heat of reaction, etc., and is found to be exceeded by
the ignition impact wave, no other mixture will be capable of
supportinc a detonation wave that is not surpassed also by the
ignition imT:,Ulse. The initial ignition impulse then is adequate
in all cases to produce a detonation wave in the mixtures if
they are able to support it,
The initial ignition impact wave was produced by the deto-
natin_ mixture 2 H_ + 0_....->. This initial "m_ve is much more in-
tense thsm _he most intense possible wave in the stcichiometric
mixture 28.7i_ C0 + air---->as an estimation (n the basis of equa-
tions (I) to (5) will show. Special _ompute,i val_es will not be
given here sine somp_ed values f'or twenty _uch mixtures have
been giveu _y Jou_!_.et (Reference 19)o The pressure and tempera-
ture oi_ the initi_:,l ignition wave are even hzgher than those for
the maximum " __..zx_u._e o _ 2 CO + Oo _ _' _as
--. L_e e in hand offers no
exception to the wide application of the e:luations for cietona-
tion thc,t ha_'e boon given. The reaction energy of any mixture
of CO + air is insufficient at initir:,i at_iospheric pressure
to support a detonation WaVe.
. ._I _lon waY@By insreesino the intensity of the initial icj_'+"
quicker transformation of the mixture,_ over longer lengths o£
the tube will follow; but in no case w:_.ll 8, wave el" normal deto-
nation result. Wsves of high but decreasin_ velocity somewhat
resemblin_ 8 detonation wave but dep_nctzng on the initial inten-
sity of the _ "onztion wave are possible in CO + air mixtures.
%7
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Such instable waves of __eak order are those represented in Fig-
ure 3.
c) Kinetic Characteristics of the Reaction.- The opinion
seems to be well nigh universally held that explosive mixtures
made up of equivalent proportions _ive the _ost intense detona-
tion waves. If the reaction within the wave is complete it is
a fact that the stoichiometric mixture gives the most powerful
detonation. 5ut this is evidently not the c_se in mixtures di-
luted by inert gases. In line with the explanation that has
been _"
_iven concerning conditions existing in the region of deto-
nation limits, it is not the stoichiometric mixture that gives
the greatest velocity but that mixture having the lowest igni-
tion _oint. This mixture, according to Falk (Reference 16), is
a 40_o mixture (see Table Iii). In reality, it Was this mixture
that _ave the highest velocity of all the CO + air mixtures.
So that we may say of mixtures that cannot support normal deto-
nation, that instable wave has the highest velocity that corre-
sponds to the mixture of the lowest ignition point.
d_] Imp)act Waves.- In considerinjo the case of the hydrogen-
air mixtures, it was stated that the dezonation velocity of the
limit mixture somewhat resembled the velocity of an impact wave
that induces in the mixture a high rate of transformation. Ac-
cording to Tables ili, IVa, and VII, there might arise tempera-
ture conditions in C0-air mixtures of over 030 ° abs. According
to Table VIII, impact isotherms may be drawn for C0-air mix-
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tures and from Figure 3 it may be seen that impact wave veloci-
ties over ISO0 meters per second would be necess_ry in order to
induce excessive high rates of transformation in these mixtures.
The observed velocities even in the first measuring distance
show less velocities than this. Accordingly_ these waves must
be instable in case the same reasoning as applied to hydro@on-
air mixtures applies also to CO + air mixtures. This conclu-
sion Was arrived at before the measurements in the second meas-
uring distance were carried out. When these were later made_
they justified the conclusion expressed (Fi_. 3).
3. Carbon-i{onoxide-Oxygen Mixtures.- The carbon-monoxide-
oxygen mixtures now to be investigated are quite different in
their detonating characteristics from hydrogen-air mixtures.
a) Data Near the Reo<i_n of LSmits.- While it WaS observed
that hydrogen-air mixtures gave rise to normal dutona_ion waves -
the mixtures approaching equivalent proportions were quite in-
tense - none of the CO + air mixtures would support a detona-
tion wave. But mixtures of carbon monoxide and oxygen give rise
to normal detonation. In this case we have to do with gaseous
mixtures in which detonation is initiated with some difficulty.
The velocity curve in the region of detonation limit is only
half as steep as the corresponding He + air curve, the position
on the curve of the limiting detonation velocity is for the mix-
ture 30_ CO + 81_ 02 at water-vapor saturation. The normal
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detonation velocity for this mixture is about 1180 meters per
second. Other data obtained over this region are given in Figure 4.
bJ___Si_Difieance of Detonation Limits.- Besides the observed
velocity curve, Figure 3 shows also irapact wave isotherms drawn
from values _given in Table IX. According to Tables IV, IVa and
VII, the region where very rapid transformation begins is between
950 ° and !000 ° abs. If we examine the impact wave isotherms of
this region we find as might be expected a complete parallel to
the like conditions of the hydrogen-air mixtures. The propor-
tions only differ. The calculated irapact curves near the igni-
tion point of the _ases cut the steep portion of the velocity
curve in the same way.
From all that has been previously noted, the conditions ex-
isting in the region of detonation limits are well enough estab-
lished to _'larrant its g_eneral application. For, without special
and extensive experimentation over the detonation limit of any
mixture, we may conceive of it in much the ssme way as we do of
reaction period under isochor conditions and the temperature
relation. In many cases even with existing limited data, secure
and valuable practical results may be obtained. Exm_ples of
these will be given in the following section, 4 (page 38).
q) The Equations for Detonation.- Calculations carried
out by the help of equations (i) to (5), lead to the same re-
sults as those recorded under Section I!, 2 (pages 12 and 13),
or under Section I!I, I (pages _7 and 28) for the case of hydro-
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gen-air _uixtures. The propagation of stable and of course, also
instable raves of incomplete transformation can be considered
to apply also to the _-'re_lon of detonation limits.
If Figure 5 be compared with Figure 4, it may be seen that
observed wave velocities of very dilute mixture of CO + Oe are
less than like mixtures of CO + air. This might seem paradox-
ial. The explanation may be easily drawn from equations (I) to
(4): As long as Q remains small the rate of chemical trans-
formation will also be too slow to influence markedly the wave
velocity since the wave velocity, as may be seen from Tables
VIII and IX, is very nearly inversely proportional to the square
root of the density.
4. Detonation Limits of Other Mixtures.- We will now turn
to the eonsideration of detonation limits in _aseous mixtures
other than those whose experimental data have furnished the
basis of this paper. Fundamentally, from the relationships es-
tablished, we may judge of their possibilities of supporting a
detonation wave and hence arrive at valuable practicaA infer-
ences as to their detonating characteristics. It is well known
that gaseous explosions are to be feared in degree as their re-
action process leads to the establishment of a detonation wave.
In experimental work it is a universal observation that it is
the detonating reaction that causes damage. In the majority of
cases where gaseous explosive mixtures are met with it will be
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possible from the principles established concerning detonation
limits to determine under what _onditions detonation may occur.
a) Methane-Air Mixtures.- Methane-air mixtures have about
the same ignition pc_int (Reference 20, I and Reference I, p._87) -
possibly somewhat higher - as carbon-monoxide-air mixtures, and
the reaction period at i_nition temperatur_ and even to 1000°C
is unusually slow. At any rate, we know that for the same tem-
perature, methane is s!cwer than carbon monoxide in air mixtures.
Moreover, no methane-air mixture has as high a value of re-
action heat Q, as the same carbon-monoxide-air mixture, for
c_mplete combustion. The temperature in all cases is lower than
in _0 + air mixtures f_r the same mixture ratios of fuel and
air.
_arbon-moncxide-air mixtures will not detonate from initial
atmospheric _onditions. In all cases under these conditions
the factors Q, pressure, temperature are lower in methane-air
mixtures than in CO + air mixtures. It should follow methane-
air mixtures like CO + air mixtures will not detonate.
b) Instab!e Waves in Methane-Air Mixtures.- Instable deto-
nation waves resulting from intense ignition impulses may occur
in methane-air mixtures as in CO + air mixtures; and in that
mixture ha_in_ the lowest ignition point these instable waves
will approach nearer the _haracteristics of normal detonation.
Further, the more intense the initial impact wave is, the more
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complete _,_'ill be the transformation within them. In such cases,
the equivalent mixture of the explosive gases, reinforced by the
energy of an intense ignition impact, may give a reaction heat
value Q, greater than the mixture having the lov:est ignition
temperature. These are cases in which the initial impact wave
near its origin may be destructive even in air. The explosive,
nondetonating mixture would gradually decrease in velocity to
that of the initial impact and after a short time would fall off
faster than the :_lixture having a lower ignition point and final-
ly go out. Or, under certain favorable conditions, continue its
propagation by normal burning. In no case, even by increasing
greatly the initial impact, will a quasi-stationary wave develop.
The normal detonating velocity of a mixture is independent of
the _,lode of ignition. By excessive impact ignition the abnor-
mally high rate induced will at once fall to the normal detona-
tion rate.
c) idixtures of Numerous Explosive G_ses.- The preceding
paragraphs refer only to mixtures of pure methane and air, free
from other _etonating E#ases as H_, C2H2, etc., and also free
from coal dust. Nevertheless, the above results permit some
of the questions that may arise concerning composite explosive
mixtures to be considered in some degree quantitatively. In
the present case perhaps that is sufficient. We may ask what,
in general, is to be expected in the ease of com_>osite gaseous
mixtures that are explosive?
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In case the explosive mixture is made up of two explosive
gases, Falk found that the ignition point was, in general, de-
termined by one of them. Increasing concentration of the gas
with higher ignition temperature influenced the icnition point
of the mixture very little. At any rate, an unexpected increase
or decrease of the i[_ition point did not occur. Mixtures of
CO + CH_ &nd air still remained incapable of supporting a deto-
nat ion v-ave.
From the principles that have been developed in this inves-
tigation it would be expected that the detonation limit of a
markedly detonating mixture (H_) would, by the addition of a
gas of poor detonatinc quality as methane, be only slightly in-
fluenced; and conversely, if a detonating gas as H_ or C2H _
be added to a methane-air mixture to make it detonate, it would
require such an amount of H_ or C2H 2 that the detonation lim-
it of the resulting mixture would not be far removed from the
limit of H2 or C2H _ for the case of a like dilution of these
gases with N_.
d) Consideration of Other Composite Nixtures (C_H_, _H_,
H28, C S_).- A few remarks may be offered concerning" the follow-
ing Table X, _iven by Dixon and Cowed and _ "":, s o_Ing io_nition ten>
peratures for various explosive gases _,t,henmixed with air, and
with oxy[<_en_ given in desrees Celsius.
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TABLE X
Ignition Temperatures (with air) of Various Gases (Dixon Coward)
t 'I12 CO C_ N2 C'._:,q_ ?_ _ H2 S CtL.In air 585 651 856 545 429 564In O_ 585 650 811 510 428 327
Of these gases the unusual brisance of CeH_ mixtures is v:ell
known. In none of these gases has the detonation limit been in-
vestij(ated. HaS is, according to Dixon, highly explosive but
data concerning it is lacking. C_H_ should support normal det-
onation in air mixtures. In fact, Dixon has recorded such obser-
vations. CS_-air mixtures io_nite at 240°C and the heat of reac-
tion for complete _,ombustion is 265,000 cal. Accordingly, CS_-
air mixtures should be unu_ua!ly prone to detonation; even in
air mixtures the detonation limit should be found for very di-
lute mixtures.
e) Theoretical Limits.- It would seem from the principles
determining; detonation limits in a mixture, that it might be
possible to express in any particular case, the limit in defi-
nite numerical value. Although numerical values have been given
it must not be forgotten that tables of ignition temperatures
are only magnitudes depending apparently on numerous conditions.
An instructive example is offered by detonating methane mixtures.
Methane-air mixtures do not detonate; "out with a higher oxygen
content they develop normal detonation waves. According to
Mallard and Le Chatelier (Reference I) "rapid transformation"
takes place at IO00°C. Later results obtained by Wheeler
(700 t(6as
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(Reference 50) confirm the unusually slovl reaction rate of meth-
ane at temperatures even above the ignition point. It is to be
expected that the limit mixture will develop a detonation veloc-
ity considerably higher than the value I have found. Take, for
instance, the mixture 2 CH_ + Z 0_. This should give a limit
value bet,,<e,_n i?00 snd 1800 meters per second; indicating a rel-
atively slow rate of decrease of velocity before the limit is
reached. Two mixture ratios, not greatly different, lying in
the region of limits will show less difference in detonation
velocity in the case of methane mixtures than in the case of
hydro6en mixtures. Likewise, the instable waves below the lim-
it will show more gradual decrease and continue longer on their
cour_qe; since evidently the temperature coefficient for methane
mixtures is less than in most others_ It is this temperature
coefficient that plays the chief role in determining the slope
of the curve in the region of detonation limits.
The steep fall in the detonation curve near its limit con-
fused the earlier investigators and it was not till the thorough-
going investigations of later worker WaS made that it was estab-
lished that each normally detonating mixture developed a fixed
and definite detonation wave. Dixon (Reference 6) found, for
example, H2 + l,_O + o N_, 1650 and 1418 meter_ per second. He
also observed the influence of nitrogen in the mixture 2 CH_ +
5 0_ + 5 N_ and found 187_° and 1888 meters per second; but did
not notice any instability in the detonation waves, although
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these v;aves lie in the re f[ion of detonation limits. These re-
sults are not _-"a <,±dental: In the case of methane the slant of
the curve is less th_n in hydrogen mixtures. The above results
are the only ones given by Dixon that fall within the region of
limits. In _ _ _s,
_na_ r_,pcct the results are unique.
f__!ication of the Theory of Limits.- From ti,_epresent
section, IIi it ,_ay be seen tna_ it i_ oossible to determine
in the Caoc_,-_investigated not only whether a mixture would deto-
nate or not, but to determine also in detonatin_ mixtures the
limiting mixture that will support a normal detonation wave.
It is ±urt,_er shown that the fundamental principles that have
been developed cover not only the simple cases mentioned, they
cover also cases where the fuel is ma&e up of a number of explo-
sive gases. The basis of the underly'-_1_o principles that have
been stated is well established (the equations for normal detona-
tion). There is only lacking a more extensive knowledje of the
relation ]:_e_ -o_,_een temperature and reaction velocity (velocity
coefficient) at i_i_h temperatures. And in the practical problems
that arise i_< our technic, much more experimental knowledge is
desirable. Nevertheless, without great difficulty, a ceneral
kno.wle_<_c_, oi_ detonation limits is of real value where it is nec-
wlo.ioa_ too r_reat "_essary "_ '_ . _l_,za_'d to work with de tonat'zn oo' mixtures.
The author has well realized this adv_,nt_e in carryi_ out tech-
nical studies on gaseous explosive mixtures.
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Since the relations determining detonation limits are bet-
ter knovm than the corresponding reaction velocities, it is
natural to seek a closer relation between them. In spite of the
difficulty of the problem, it is exactly this side of the theory
of detonation limits that holds the greatest interest.
Finally, there are cases where these principles apply that
are best indicated by a concrete example: In determining spe-
cific he_ts at high temperatures by the explosion method (Refer-
ence 5, p.33) Pier, by the use of CS2 + 0_ _i_ixtures, was able
to use mixtures sivin_ only IS00°C. This was because mixtures
of " ' 'h_6nel energy becsa_qe so brisant that the ma_nometer readings
were unreliable. It has already been pointed out that CS_
mixtures showed a marked tendency to detonate. Even when deto-
nation did not develop, manometer readings with this gas were
unsatisfactory; pressure indication when strong impact waves de-
velop in the bomb no longer give reliable temperature values.
Pier and his successors avoided these conditions. This was ac-
complished in two ways: by choosing suitable mixtures and by
decreasing initial pressures.
Summary
From results obtained from experimental investigations of
the limits of detonation in gaseous mixtures, the following
conclusions may be stated:
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i. Py progressive dilution of the explosive, hence by de-
creasing temperature, the course of the chemical reaction be-
comes slower and slower until finally the transformation within
the reaction zone becomes so slow that it is not there comnleted.
This condition of the reaction marks the %ecinning of the re-
gion of detonation limits.
2. Upon further dilution the temperature and pressure in
the wave fall; also, under these conditions, a less degree of
the active gases is transformed within it. This is the cause
for the sharp drop in wave velocity observed over this region.
S. The velocity of the normal detonation wave is definite-
ly determined by the transformation of the active gases within
it. Until the limiting mixture of these gases is reached by
progressive dilution, only a quasi-stationary detonation wave
is possible.
Theoretical investigations based on the equations of Riemann,
Hugoniot, and Jouguet lead, with the support of the experimental
results obtained, to a_u exact theory o +_ detonation limits.
4. The equations for detonation describe correctly the
course of the detonation velocity curve in the region of limits
only for incomplete transformation of the active gases. Insta-
ble detonation waves fall below the normal detonation velocity
curve or below the velocity of normal sound waves in the mixture.
All mixtures weaker than the limiting mixture - no matter how
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intense the initial imn_ct ignition wave may be - gradually de-
crease in velocity to the velocity of normal sound waves.
5. Impact reave isotherms correspondin_ to the i,_nition
temperature of the mixture, cut the velocity curve for stable
detonation in the region of detonation limits. The detonation
velocity corresponding to the limitino mixture has practically
the sa_e velocity as sun impact wave whose temperature and pres-
sure would produce in the mixture an unusually high reaction
rate.
The conditions limiting the formation of normal detonation
waves in hydrogen-air, carbon-monoxide-air, and carbon-monoxide-
oxygen mixtures have been quantitatively investigated. The re-
sults show good acreement between observation and theory. The
applic_tion of the theoretic_al principles stated to importsa_t
practical cases that have received little experimental study,
may often suggest explanation for apparently anomalous results.
This was shown to be the case in the unusual behavior of methane
mixtures in the region of their detonation limits.
From experimental results obtained concernin_ the velocity
of detonation waves in the region of their limits, it may be
possible to gain more accurate knowledge of the relation between
temperature and reaction velocity at very hitch temperatures.
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